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Correction to

TENSOR AND TORSION PRODUCTS OF SEMIGROUPS

RONALD O. FULP

Volume 32 (1970), 685-696

Professor T. J. Head has kindly pointed out an error in Propositions 15 and 16. Both propositions are correct if one deletes the assertion \( E \otimes F \cong E \times F \). The statements formalized as Remarks on page 691 and 694 are also incorrect and should be deleted. No other propositions nor their proofs are affected.

Correction to

CO-ABSOLUTES OF REMAINDERS OF STONE-CECH
COMPACTIFICATIONS

R. GRANT WOODS

Volume 37 (1971), 545-560

There is an error in the proof of Lemma 2.4 of [1]. In the first and third sentences of the second paragraph of the proof of Lemma 2.4, the symbols “\( \text{bd}_x S \)” should be replaced by the symbol “\( [\text{bd}_x S] \cup [B \cap S] \)”. With this change the proof becomes valid.

Correction to

ON THE DEGREE OF THE MINIMAL POLYNOMIAL
OF A COMMUTATOR OPERATOR

M. SHAFQAT ALI AND MARVIN MARCUS

Volume 37 (1971), 561-565

On page 565 the last three lines should read as follows:
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